
Join Us

HOLDING
ONTO HOPE REZiliency

within
Native

Communities

Cultivating hope is essential not only to our

mental and physical health but for the

survival of our communities. 

Hope decreases stress and feelings of

powerlessness, improves our ability to

cope, and enables us to carry on despite the

hardships we face. It is important to stay

well-informed about the pandemic and be

pro-active, but it is equally important that

we continue to find hope to support us

through this difficult time and make our

fears more manageable. 

Instagram & Facebook

Contact
jmccool@sythc.org

m.greeley@sythc.org

g.vanni-duran@sythc.org

Jessica

Mackenzie

Gina

@ahoyouthcouncil

1-800-273-8255

741741

1-800-799-7233

1-844-751-6729

1-805-688-7070

1-833-401-0832

1-855-500-3537

1-800-677-1116

RESOURCES

National Suicide

Prevention Hotline:

Suicide Text Line:

National Domestic

Violence:

Dependent or Elder

Abuse (Santa Barbara):

Santa Ynez Tribal

Health Clinic:

Adult Protective

Services:

National Center for

Elder Abuse:

Eldercare Locator:

1-800-843-5200
California Youth

Crisis Line

1-888-334-2777
SAFTY Youth

Mobile Crisis Line:

1-877-565-8860Trans Lifeline:

1-888-843-4564LGBT National Line:

1-866-488-7386Trevor Project:

1-800-950-6264NAMI Helpline:
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REXILIENT
SELF-CARE

The medicine wheel teaches about the

connection of our emotional, physical, mental

and spiritual selves. Many Native people

believe this represents the interdependence

of our wellness.

In the medicine wheel, everything shifts

within the circle. The impact of one section

being out of balance can alter other parts

including our thoughts. For example, you eat

some food that upsets your stomach which

then impacts your mood, and your thinking

becomes less flexible or more negative. All of

these things are connected and intertwined,

and the medicine wheel highlights traditional

knowledge that demonstrates the need for

balance, harmony and respect. 

 Our traditions and culture can help

carry you through

Visit a cultural teacher safely by

wearing a mask and practicing safe

hygiene

Connect with Mother Earth by

prayer or collecting traditional

medicines 

It is safe to seek professional

alternative forms of help - medical

doctor, mental health professional,

family practitioners, and more

 Relying on your family and close

friends during this time is an

important aspect of self-care

Stay in touch with family and

friends by call, text, or FaceTime

 Self-care is more than washing your

hands and social distancing, it

includes taking care of your mental

health. 

Make sure your news and social

media are coming from a reliable

source to limit stress and fear

Eat healthy vegetables, fruits, and

drink water

Develop a routine to stay healthy

physically and mentally 

1.

2.

3.

INDIGENOUS
TRADITIONS

MEDICINE
WHEEL

"...everything on the earth has a
purpose, every disease an herb to

cure it, and every person a
mission. This is the Indian theory

of existence." 
- Christal Quintasket, Salish 
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